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The Industry’s Guide to Billing
To help medical professionals, particularly those new to private practice, Healthcode has put
together medical billing best practice guidelines. The Industry’s Guide to Billing encourages
medical professionals to bill to a standard using a set of common information to ensure the
payor has sufficient information to settle the invoice on receipt.
•

About the Invoice

•

About You

•

About the Patient

•

About the Treatment

“As acknowledged experts in private healthcare billing, Healthcode is ideally qualified to produce
these industry standards. By following this guide, independent practitioners can ensure their
submitted bills are complete, correct and ready for payment.”
Joe Rowe
Head of Provider Operations at AXA PPP healthcare
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Billing Guidelines
To ensure the payment process is seamless, the following key information should be
included on a private medical invoice:

About the Invoice
•
•

Invoice number
Invoice date

About You
•
•
•
•
•

Full name
Provider number or professional number
Specialty
Billing address
Payment details

About the Patient
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patient name
Date of birth
Insurance company or paying organisation
Patient policy number if insured
Patient address
Diagnosis code and description
If you are not the lead consultant, you will need to provide the name of the consultant in
charge of the overall patient care including their provider / professional number.

About the Treatment
The following information is required for each treatment b eing invoiced:
•
•
•
•
•

The type of care delivered e.g. in-patient, out-patient, day case, consulting room or other
Date of treatment
Service delivered
Procedure code and description if applicable
Total amount

The above is the industry standard required for private medical billing. However, some insurers
may not require diagnosis information.
To assist you, we have produced two medical billing templates available for you to download:
•
•

Invoice template for organisations
Invoice template for billing direct to the patient
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Invoice Template for Paying Organisations

Visit <link> to download a private medical billing invoice template.
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Invoice Template for Self Pay Patients
For self-pay patients, the below template can be used to directly bill the patient.

Visit <link> to download a private medical billing invoice template for direct patient billing.
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More Information
More information about procedure codes and descriptions can be found on the CCSD website
and insurer fee schedules can be found on the respective insurer website.

http://www.ccsd.org.uk/

https://www.aetnainternational.com/en/providers/healthcode.html

http://www.allianzworldwidecare.com/cms-filesystemaction/EN/UKreg_FeeSchedule.pdf

http://www.aviva.co.uk/search/?q=fee+schedule

https://online.axappphealthcare.co.uk/SpecialistForms/SpecialistCode.mvc?s
ource=contracted

www.bupa.co.uk/schedule-of-procedures

https://www.cigna.co.uk/healthcare-providers/fee-schedule/index.html

http://hsp.healix.com/hfs

https://www.vitality.co.uk/healthcare-providers/fees/

http://www.wpa.org.uk/medical/feeSearch.aspx
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